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BOX MAN
“It is important to exploit expensive square meters - why not also
use areas and places which are normally left unattended because of
Height

exciting and unusual display.
A male-mannequin series that meet a wide range of requirements as
traditional mannequin, eye catcher and accessory presenter – a
poster. Tilt and turn the mannequins in any imaginable angles - let
them interact with your shop interior - they will work !
BoxMan consists of 9 strong positions individually carefully selected
from graphical and eye-catching criteria. Each position represent a
character and can be used as a “stand alone” mannequin, strong as a
graphic icon, or even stronger in groups, repetition principle or back
to back, say box to box.
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Shown positions presented with head Conrad.
Body colour:
Make-up:

California

MU.356

Wig: W13401 respectively in colour Chocolate
and Super blonde.

BoxMan can be used for all types of clothing. Casual and Sportswear
is probably what lies at hand. But a quite spectacular combination of
the active positions and evening wear will certainly attract
attention wherever!

All dimensions are approximate

The series is created as a naturalistic mannequin concept.
We offer the series with a stylised head based
on The original naturalistic head, Conrad.
With BoxMan as the stylised mannequin you have further opportunity
to work with bright colors and through this option “kick” your display
even further……”
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. Can be supported by foot-

spike or calf-spike that allows shoe presentation.
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Tatoo can be adapted on request.
Wig: W13401 Super blonde
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Colours shown might diverge from original due to reproduction-technique
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